So what do diamonds, dresses and kitchen cabinets have in common? More than you might think. In fact, the luxury jewelry, fashion and cabinetry industries share many of the same hallmarks such as their use of quality materials, impeccable craftsmanship and, of course, brilliant design. These industries have a synergy with one another in the way their products make us feel and enrich our lives. They each share the ultimate goal of facilitating one’s personal style and self-expression. Think about it: the luxury jewelry, fashion and design industries each has its own essentials—diamond stud earrings, little black dress, efficient work triangle—that are the classic basics from which to build upon. From there you bring the element of design/talent to bring your style and self-expression to the forefront. To take it a step further, you can relate the timeless luxury jewelry designs of Michael Beaudry, the transitional pieces of David Yurman, the vintage classics of Penny Preville or the Italian masterpieces of Marco Bicego to classic cabinetry in rich woods of cherry or mahogany, the transitional elements of shape and color, the vintage stylings of hand carved accents, or the sleek sophistication of Pedini Italian cabinetry. There’s a design that translates to your personal style.

Just look at the fabulous parallels between our favorite jeweler, Tivol, and Portfolio. Both start by building relationships with their clients, recognizing their needs and desires. Both have excellent reputations and are recognized for their integrity and expertise within their respective industries. And both offer outrageous customer service and the finest products available.

For me, my tastes tend towards pearl earrings, a pearl strand, a charm bracelet, a signet ring and a cherished antique gold locket. With that said, I obviously totally embrace the jewelry styles of Michael Beaudry and Penny Preville. So naturally I live in a classic Georgian home with classic Smallbone kitchen cabinetry. See how it all fits together? Now, where did I put that little black dress?